
Bringing life to rooms

Base plastic colours

Light grey (RAL 7047)

Grey (RAL 7043)

Beige (RAL 7036)

RBM Mickey is the perfect seat for those looking 
for a more active approach to work.

The seat swivels and swings from side to side and has a 
height adjustment that goes from a low pouffe to a seat. 
This provides support during standing work, but can serve 
different needs – either quick conferences for several 
people or sitting at a desk with someone for a while. 

Secondly, thanks to a special handle, the seat can be easily 
moved, rearranged and height adjusted all at the same time. 
RBM Mickey can be ordered in pastel or more expressive 
upholstery colours in combination with neutral plastic colours. 

The RBM Mickey is developed in line with human factor 
considerations and can be used for active deskwork, both 
seated and standing. It also follows your position flawlessly 
with a built-in 10-degree tilt to either side. These changes 
of position during work provide active seating support.

Design by: ITO Design

RBM Mickey
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RBM Mickey
Soft, profiled
foam makes sitting
more comfortable.

Height adjustment 
range (33 cm) and 
swivel function provides 
active support even in a 
standing position.

Thanks to the tilt 
function, the seat follows 
the user’s position.

Compact structure
makes RBM Mickey  
easy to move around.
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Description of model Weight  

Stool, swivel w/height adjustment and sideways tilt 10° 11,5 kg

Product specification

• The seat swivels and swings from side to side with a built-in 
10-degree tilt for active support and has a height adjustment 
that goes from a low pouffe to a seat.

• The sides of the base can be made of:
• the same fabric as the seat,
• plastic in the same colour as the rest of plastic elements.

• Plastic elements and the cover of the gas lift are made of 
different materials; colour might vary slightly.

• Three base/frame base colours.
• With the special handle the seat can be easily moved, 

rearranged and height adjusted from a low pouffe to a seat.
• Handle for height adjustment is always made of the same 

fabric as the rest of the seat.

Accessories/options

• Teflon glides - universal, (hard glides  
for soft floors are standard).

Standard collection (fabrics /colours) – delivery  
time from factory within 15 working days
Extended collection (fabrics /colours) – delivery  
time from factory within 25 working days

See RBM price list for further details


